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CORRESPONDENCE AND COMMUNICATIONS

The horizontal temporal ridge
deformity in facelifting and its
treatment

Facelifting has evolved from its skin-only origins to now
fundamentally include the SMAS in some way. The current
‘less-is-more’ attitude predominates, driven by patients’
demands for ever-shorter down-time. Although seductive in
their apparent simplicity, the attendant strong vertical
vector of such techniques as the minimal access cranial
suspension (MACS) lift1 is not without its problems, which
may include canthal crowding and sideburn elevation.2 This
has been conceded by the originators in their supplemen-
tary paper, which reported the need for pinch blepharo-
plasty of the lower lid to address the lateral orbital tissue
excess in all of those in whom the 3rd, malar, suture was
employed.3

As few patients in reality wish to advertise their
cosmetic surgery and comparative studies have shown
there may be little difference in long-term results between
differing techniques,4 it is the stigmata of surgery, such as
Hamra’s ‘lateral sweep’5 that ultimately determine
outcome and patient satisfaction.

Over the years, we have been increasingly aware of
a new, unnatural and instantly recognisable feature of pure
vertical vector lifts that we refer to as a ‘horizontal
temporal ridge’ (HTR). Figure 1 demonstrates this clearly in

a patient 6 months after MACS lift elsewhere. She pre-
sented for a second opinion as it had not settled at all as
promised.

The best management of such a situation is, of course,
its avoidance and the senior author has been using a small,
pre-auricular rotation flap in both primary and secondary
facelifts for a number of years to circumvent and treat
respectively the HTR. This eminently simple technique
utilises the fundamental principle of a rotation flap to
redistribute excess skin as demonstrated by the sequence
in Figures 2,3. Alternatives include either continuing along

Figure 1 A noticeable and persistent horizontal temporal
ridge (LTR) 4 months after MACS.

Figure 2 Sequence illustrating the pre-auricular rotation
flap in a secondary case years after MACS-lift. The original scar
is seen here being incised. The LTR is obvious extending from
the point of the scissors.

Figure 3 Insetting of the flap with resultant flattening of the
HTR and a well-concealed scar.
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the anterior border of the sideburn or extending the
incision way up into the temporal hair. However, few
patients desire long scars in either location and any
alopecia, albeit rare, is most unwelcome. Both also risk
sideburn distortion.

The rotation flap, being closed under no tension what-
soever, heals with imperceptible scars, has yet to produce
no alopecia and causes no sideburn elevation. The final scar
may in fact be shorter than that of the original ‘minimal
access’ and we offer the modification for those who may
wish to try it.
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Nurse practitioners can improve
VTE prophylaxis prescribing in
plastic surgery*

Appropriate risk assessment and prescription of venous
thromboembolism (VTE) prophylaxis is an important part of
clinical care in plastic surgery. This is particularly important
in this specialty, as many patients have risk factors such as
active malignancy and prolonged operative time.

Our Trust-wide policy for thromboembolism prophylaxis
comprises a tick-box scoring system that assesses the

patient’s past history, as well as operative and recovery
period risk factors for thrombosis. The scoring system is
printed in full on the prescription charts used throughout
the Trust. The total score achieved determines the need for
prophylaxis, and whether patient receives no prophylaxis,
20 mg enoxaparin with stockings, or 40 mg enoxaparin with
stockings. This tick-box system is similar to the assessment
already used at preadmission by our plastic surgery nurse
practitioner who assesses elective patients preoperatively.

Responsibility for completing this risk assessment is
shared by all members of the team through the patient’s
surgical journey. However, as no specific point in the
patient journey is allocated to complete it, it is often the
junior doctor on the ward who is left to complete the
assessments, in an ad hoc fashion (see Figure. 1). With high
patient turnover and shorter inpatient stay, ensuring that
patients receive consistently safe care may prove difficult.
Furthermore, patients may have already attended theatre
and undergone a prolonged general anaesthetic before
prophylaxis is prescribed on return to the ward. Addition-
ally, reduced working hours and training time may mean
that junior doctors are removed from valuable educational
opportunities during the day to perform such assessments
and prescriptions.

Other healthcare systems have attempted to improve
VTE prophylaxis compliance by involving other members of
the multidisciplinary team in risk assessment. An example
from the USA involves “Physician Assistants” assessing
patients.1 In the absence of this particular role in the
United Kingdom, we propose a simple model involving
interaction between nurse practitioners and junior doctors
to achieve risk assessment and prophylaxis prescription. We
demonstrate that has improved this aspect of clinical care
through a prospectively implemented audit loop.

We audited the completion of VTE risk assessment and
prophylaxis prescription for 30 adult elective plastic
surgery patients. Only patients who stayed at least one
night as inpatients postoperatively were included. The VTE
risk assessment scoring matrix on the prescription chart was
reviewed on the evening after surgery. Appropriateness of
any prescription and administration of enoxaparin and anti-
embolism stockings were also reviewed. If patients had not
been risk assessed, or if prescriptions were inappropriate,
this was recorded and then the appropriate prophylaxis
prescribed to ensure that patient care was no longer
compromised.

Elective plastic surgery patients routinely attending
the unit for a nurse practitioner-led pre-assessment of
their past medical history and fitness for surgery were
then additionally assessed for VTE risk prior to admission
by the nurse practitioner. The junior doctor and nurse
practitioner liaised on a daily basis to review the assess-
ments and for the junior doctor to prescribe VTE
prophylaxis before the patient arrived for their elective
surgery (see Figure. 2). The audit was then repeated to
close the loop.

Initially, 20% of the 30 patients had a completed risk
assessment by the evening after their operation. This
improved to 90% in the re-audit (p < 0.001, Fisher’s Exact
test). The 3 patients who had not been assessed in the re-
audit had not attended nurse practitioner preadmission
after the changes were implemented. A junior doctor

* This work was presented at ASGBI International Surgical
Congress 2010.
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